Abstract-Interval-valued fuzzy sets provide a more adequate II. WHERE Do MEMBERSHIP DEGREES COME FROM -A description of uncertainty than traditional fuzzy sets; it is there-BRIEF REMINDER fore important to use interval-valued fuzzy sets in applications.
defuzzification. In this paper, we provide such an algorithm for knowledge An important practical question is: from where do a practically important case of constant-width interval-valued we get these degrees (see, e.g., [1] ). fuzzy sets.
Since these degrees describe the degree of certainty of an expert, it is natural to ask the expert to provide these degrees - 
I. PRACTICAL NEED FOR FuzzY SETS: A BRIEF
and this is what is actually done in most applications of fuzzy REMINDER techniques. To be more precise, an expert provides the degree of certainty for several values x, and then we use interpolation In many application areas, we have top-quality best experts and extrapolation to estimate the values of ,u(x) for all other x. who can provide the best recommendations: the best medical 111. PRACTICALLY IMPORTANT CASE: TRIANGULAR doctors can provide the best diagnostics, the best pilots can MEMBERSHip FUNCTIONS provide the best control of a plane, etc.
It is desirable to incorporate the knowledge of these top Often, to characterize the expert's uncertainty about the experts into automated systems that would, ideally, help other value of a quantity, we ask the expert to provide us with: experts reach decisions which are (almost) as good as the . the range [x, 7] of possible values -so that ,u(x) = 0 for decisions of the top experts. We would like to design a system all x , [x, 7] -and that would provide medical doctors with the diagnostic advise . the "most probable" value z of the quantity x -for which coming from the best experts in the field; we would like to the degree of possibility ,u(5) is the largest (this largest design a system that would, if necessary, provide pilots with degree is usually assumed to be equal to 1). the piloting advise coming from the best pilots, etc.
In this case, we can use linear interpolation to describe the For that, we must be able to incorporate the knowledge of values of ,u(x) for the subintervals [x, 5] and [5, 7] . The the top experts inside a computer. One of the main problems resulting membership function has a triangular shape: it is with this incorporation is that usually, experts cannot describe equal to 0 outside the interval [x, 7] , and its graph on this their knowledge in precise terms. For example, to describe interval consists of two straight line segments rising from 0 to a size of a certain type of a tumor, an expert would rarely 1 and then going from 1 to 0. use exact bounds like "the size is between 1.4 and 1.6 cm"; instead, an expert would use uncertain words from a natural IV. by transforming fuzzy rules and fuzzy inputs into fuzzy In fuzzy logic, a statement like "approximately 1.5" is recommendations. described by a membership function that assigns, to each real However, there is one well known exception to this general value x around 1.5, a degree ,uQr) to which this value x fits feature of fuzzy technique applications. One of the main the expert's description, applications of fuzzy techniques is intelligent control. In fuzzy control, the objective is not so much to provide an advise to the In most practical situations, the most we can do is to ask an expert, but rather to generate a single (crisp) control value vu expert for a crude overall estimate A of the uncertainty with that will be automatically applied by the automated controller. which the expert estimates his or her degree of certainty. This
To get this value, we first use the fuzzy control rules means, in effect, that instead of different bounds Ai(x) for to combine the membership functions of the inputs into a different values x, we get the same bounds A for all possible membership function ,u(u) for Interval-valued fuzzy sets have been successfully applied mean square difference between the actual (unknown) optimal to many practical problems including intelligent control; see, control u and the generated control u, produced as a result. e.g., [8] , [10] and references therein. Since interval-valued In this least square optimization, we weigh each value u with fuzzy sets provide a more accurate representation of expert the weight proportional to its degree of possibility ,u(u). The uncertainty, the resulting systems often lead to a better quality resulting optimization problem control than more traditional "first-order 
process.
The resulting interval-valued membership function i a 7Even reading and storing this information, operations for Thne resulting interval-valued membership functini hic optton tiegoS lnarywtth inptwehu more adequate description of expert's uncertainty than, e.g., which computation time grows linearly with the input, we thus the function ,u(x) -since it also provides us with the expert's need twice more computation time. For many efficient data estimates of how accurately this expert estimates his/her own processing algorithms (see, e.g., [2] ) , the computation time uncertainty. grows as a square 0(n2) or a cube 0(n3) of the size n of the input. For such algorithms, the doubling of the input size VI. IMPORTANT CASE: CONSTANT-WIDTH leads to a 4 or 8 times increase in computation time.
INTERVAL-VALUED FUZZY SETS
This increase in computation time is one of the main reasons
Extracting the degrees /1(1) from an expert is already why interval-valued fuzzy techniques are not as widely used a difficult task. Extracting the uncertainty bounds on these -as they should be based on the improved quality of their degrees is even more difficult. existing applications. applications, we need to produce results in real time, often Namely, as proven in [3] , [5] , [7] , we can find the desired really fast. In such cases, the 8-fold increase in computation endpoints uC and as follows: time means that to avoid slowing down the controller, we must N(f) use an 8 times faster processor -which may be more expensive C m N(f) (2) and more difficult to fit into this particular controller device. 
IX. THIS INCREASE IN COMPUTATION TIME IS
According to the original defuzzification formula (1) (7) analytically. This is the case, for example, when we have a triangular membership function. In this case, by integrating One way to use these formulas is to compute these ratios the corresponding expressions, we get explicit analytical ex-for different values X, and then to find the ratio which is the pressions for uc -and thus, avoid time-consuming integrations smallest (for uc) or the largest (for 7c).
altogether. 
In [9] , [12] , it was shown that for a constant-width triangular _Df *N(f). integration of the endpoints ,u(u) and -1(u) (in accordance with that D(f) f = N(f), i.e., that f = M. In other words, we formulas (3) and (4) 
as for the optimization approach.
Similarly, to compute Tic, instead of solving the optimization Thus, the condition that D(') = N(£) that determines the problem (5), we can find vc as the value f that satisfies the desired value u can be rewritten as following equality: In both cases, instead of C n2 computational steps, we This quadratic equation has an explicit (thus easy-to-compute) need only half as many, i.e., (C/2) n2 computational steps. solution This is faster than before, but still, we need 0(n2 For cubic equations, there are also explicit formulas for * first, we compute the values Do and No by using formulas solving them -although they are not so numerically simple (12) and (14) 
putations are explicit and thus, require only a finite number of computational steps. can be very time consuming. The corresponding computation The computation of each of the integrals Do and N0 requires time is much larger than the time needed to compute the O(n) steps, just like for the traditional fuzzy sets. Thus, the centroid of a number-valued fuzzy set 7u(u). We can therefore resulting algorithm for computing a centroid of an interval-make an informal conclusion that the computational difficulty valued fuzzy set requires only slightly more computation time of this interval-related problem is caused by the fact that than for traditional fuzzy sets -this is exactly what we wanted. experts cannot exactly describe their degrees of certainty ,u(u).
We have mentioned that in the traditional fuzzy sets, we As a result, algorithms needed for general intervals require often do not even need 0(n) computational steps to compute much more computation time than algorithms needed when the the integrals D and N -if we have an explicit analytical corresponding intervals have negligible width A(u) «< (u) -expression for these integrals, and thus, spend only a constant i.e., for the practical purposes, can be considered degenerate number of computational steps. In the interval-valued fuzzy (one-point) intervals [/7(u), /7(u)].
case, similarly, if we know an explicit analytical expression This conclusion leads to a natural hypothesis that the for ,i(u), then we need a constant number of computational narrower the intervals, the faster we can compute the centroid. (9) 
